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INTRODUCTION 
During the past several years solid propellant power units have 
changed in many ways. Notwithstanding the increase in specific impulse, 
probably the most striking of all is the remarkable growth in its 
physical size. This past and probably future growth has been accompanied 
by a proportionate rise in the cost of propellant units. The point of 
reviewing these facts is to stress an obvious but important fact. Grains 
are not cheap. The corollary is that it behooves the rocket engineer to 
bend every effort to design a grain which will not abort. He should care-
iully consider the use of scale models, laboratory testi.ng. and analytical 
proceclu:res. 
Turning specifically to the problem of s tructural design, we find 
that there is a fundamental yet simple distinction between the liquid and 
solid propellant fuel. The liquid foel supports only hydrostatic com-
pression; the solid fuel, on the other hand, not only withstands the same 
loading, but also varying amounts of tension and shear stress. From the 
mechanical standpoint this is a mixed bles.sing. If the grain material 
will take load. it is inefficient not to use this capability. But the material 
will also tend to absorb load, ix-respective of the designers wishes. As a 
mininrn.rn requirement, therefore, a grain must be designed such that its 
proclivity to absorb load does not contribute to a !'ocket failure. Then, if 
possible , design it in such a way that its ability to absorb load contributes 
to a higl:.er loading frac '·ion. lower system weight, or improved overall 
pedormance. To reiterate, the structuz-al integrity of a solid grain has ( 
a n-1uch stronger interaction with the overall system design than the liquid 
fuel, because a structural failure in the solid grain can contribute to 
off-design burning or even catastrophic ignition. 
Vlith these introductory remarks , it is desired to emphasize the 
economic and technical feasibility of conducting more sophisticated 
structu.ral analyses of the grair.. than has heretofo:;:-e been customary. 
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HISTORICAL 
Several yec.rs ago the Physical Properties Panel (SPIA) began to 
encourage some theoretical work in the area of viscoelasticity< 1) pointed 
specifically toward eventual propellant analysis. Over the past five to 
seven years appreciable inathematical progress has been made,, primarily 
through the effort of Lee(Z) and his co-workers in extending the initial 
contributions of Alfrey< 3>, Tsien<4 >, Read(S)• Efrich.(6 )8 and others. At 
the risk of some oversimplification: one may now say that if the grain 
>!< 
material is linearly vi scoelas tic • it is in principle possible to deduce 
the time dependent displacements, strains, and stresses~ providing the 
solution to an a~:ialogous elastic (time independent) problem is known. 
ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 
More or less coincident 'vith these developments in viscoelastic 
theory(7 ), there were several analyses directed primarily toward engineer-
ing applications. Among the first of i:hese was the common design rule 
for the minimum acceptable strain based upo11 the square of the external 
to internal radius ratio, (b/ a} 2 • This factor originated from the max:imur.a 
elastic hoop strain at the inner portion of the web. The exact relation for 
a long grain of constant wall thickness subjected to internal pressure and 
completely enclosed in a very rigid case is(S) 
( 1} 
The controlling geometric :factor is thus seen. to be the square of the 
external to internal radius ratio. When multiplied by some empirical 
value to account for sti-ain concentrations at internal star points and 
subsequent yielding~ an ultimate strain value was generated which a 
laboratory propellant sample was required tc achieve in a shnple tensile 
test at a strain rate ::;imulating ignition. 
,,.If a time depe11dent stress produces an associated time dependent straino 
then if doubling the magnitude of the stress holding the mode shape of 
the time variation the same also doubles the strai;.1 magnitude without 
changing the shape of its time dependences the response is said to be 
linearly viscor::lastic. 
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For so:,:;.1.e time this design rule proved adequate~ especially for 
the smaller grains which WG1·e designed mainly upon a builde.and-tes·~ 
philosophy - a.~1.d properly so~ H might be added, considering the economics 
of the development. On the other hand, som.e designers began to suspect 
that improved criteria woulcl soon be necessary. At this thne viscoelastic 
theo·ry wa,s not i n a particularly appropriate form for design application~ 
and it was natural to seek some sort of compromise. Considering then 
that al: the lower operci.ting temperatures at least, the grain behaved nearly 
elastically, several analyses were made on this basis. One of the earliest 
directed specifically toward rain designs was that of vVise 0 (S) presented 
before this group 2 years ago. In that paper he analyzed the plane strain 
situation for an infinitely long grain with a rigid case subjected to i nternal 
pressure and l.'.niform temperatu!'e rise. Upon choosing an ultimate strain 
criterion based on a un.iaxial tensile testa he then predicted maximum 
operating pressures for tubular grains as a function of tem.perature. A 
comparison ·with experimental firing data showed quite reasonable agree" 
men.t in the low temperature or elastic rangeo Wise also emphasized the 
necessity for improved material property data, particularly for Poissonas 
ratio~ .) In this connection note that ( l} above is very sensitive to -V • 
This point is amply illust1·ated in Figures 2 and 3 taken from Wiseo They 
show the hoop strain and propellant~case pres surer r I p as a function of. 
the b/ a ratio for an internal pressure 0 f\ . One may observe th.at for 
low b/a values, the case carries most of the load. It is evident that in 
addition tO (i) a basic geometric factor (b/ ar2.D and (ii) a form Or StreSS 
concentration factor to account for departures from a tubular designa (iii) 
material properties0 such as Young 1 s 1nodulus, E~ and Poisson3 s ratioo a .s 
well as their !'ate dependence~ will also play an important pa.rt in the grain 
behavior. 
NON~-TUBULAR CONFIGURATIONS 
As indicated above~ departure from a tubular geometry to a more 
realistic cross sectional configuration presents formidable analytical 
· · b d (S) D 11. ( 9 ) t th difficulties. although approximations can e ma eo ure 1 a e 
Armour Research Foundatio:a however proposed an experimental plane 
st1:ess photoelastic set up by which he was able to deduce the maximum 
elastic st~:ains and therefore determine the appropria.te form factor in a 
given shape 0 He proceeded to demonstr a te its feasibility by t esting 
several shapes and thus determining their relative efficiency. Carrying 
the suggestion one step further~ Ordahl ,~.nd Williams(IO) applied this teci:1~ 
nique i:o study the stress concentration factors .for a. systematic variation 
of the several desi~n parameters for a series of internal burning slotted 
grains (Figure 4)~ This p:i:elimina.ry clata was presented in convenient chart 
form. (Figure 5) for easy use~ 
It can be seen that in addition to the previous factor b/ a~ whi ch can 
I I I - I be expresse d alternately in terms of web fraction w b::: 1-a b = 1-(b a) ~ 
one also has a slot or star radius parameter a w/ p0 number of slots, and 
some data on star angle. Thus. inas1nuch as these factors were essentially 
based upon stress rise over that existing in a tubular grain9 and also covered 
the bonded grain enclosed in an elastic~ as opposed to a completely rigid case.~ 
it had been demonstrated that the designer had at his disposal a rapid and 
convenient method of analyzing the cross section of pressurized star grains 
in the elastic 1·ange. 
At the Physical Properties Panel meeting last year$ Viilliams(l l) 
presented~ as part of a su:i:vey paper, preliminary data demonstrating next 
the feasibility of obtaining steady state thermal stress concentrations for 
star grains subjected to a constant temperature difference across the w eb. 
This was again done photoelastically and incorporated a voltage analogy for 
determining the temperature distribution in the grain which may incidentally 
have further applications. This clataB now completed( l Z) for the same con ... 
figurations as in the pressure loading~ was also presented in chart form 
(Figure 6) and referred to the tubular grain for which analytical solutions 
are available. 
PROBLEM STATUS 
The results discussed so far were to a large extent covered in the 
survey report( l l} macl.e to the Physical Properties Panel last year" ·wherein 
an attempt was made to assess the then current analysis methods and tools 
available to the analyst. In brief,. it was concluded that there was much 
2.ctivity in measuring material propertiesv relatively little in stress analysis 
and practically none in failure theory. It did appear11 however~ that several 
approaches to the problem were becoming Y>1ell defined, and that particularly 
in view of l:he larger sizes of current: designs0 it was timely - if not already 
belated • to mcunt a coordinated attack on the problem. Stated in anothe? 
we.y, it seemed that certain developments in the theory of vi scoelasticity 
were to the place where they could be applied directly to engineering problems. 
providing certain material property information was obtained and a failure 
theory established. 
Bc..sed ·'.lpon this hypothesis. an ad hoc Sub·-Co:mmittee on Strain 
Analysis was formed to determine how well balanced the related fields o:f 
endeavor were and to 1nake reco:mmendations which would assist in achiev·-· 
ing the objective outlined at the beginning of this presentation - to be able 
to evaluate the structural integrity of a grain early in the design stages 
with a minimum loss of development time and as little testing as possibleo 
Nearly all the previous remarks lie in the 11 water-over-the-dam11 
category; and it is desirable to summa1·ize a few of the results which have 
been presented in more detail ·~lsewhere» and to supplement another recent 
introductory treatmento (l 3 ) The first of these relates to analysis above 
the brittle or glassy modulus t emperature T g• Recall first that a large 
amount of emphasis was placed on elastic analysis, for two reasons. First!) 
techniques are well known and second0 it applied to low temperature opera .. 
tion. Howeve:::-0 a third very important reason also exists when an earlier 
state1nent in this paper is recalkdo Viscoelastic theory states that time 
dependent analysis can be carrie,~. out in principle of the (linear) stress~· 
strain-tilne relation for the parth:ular grain is known and if the analogous 
elastic pxoble1n has been solved. A collection of useful elastic solutions 
for pressuree temperaturer, and eavironmental bondings is included in 
Reference 14. 
Hencet if we agree that desi gners can now determine. for example9 
the elastic stresses in the cross s<;;ction of a case-bonded star grain sub-
jected to internal pressure plus a temperature difference across the web" 
a way is now theoretically open !:o predict the time dependent behavior. 
To reiterateD this depends upon 
lo A knowledge of the (Hnea:rJ.y viscoelastic stress .. strain 
relation which must be obtained experimentallyo 
2. A compatible mathematical description of the material~ 
classically in terms 1Jf a spring (Hooke element)~ a 
dashpot (Newtonian r:1lement)" or various series and 
parallel CO'mbination5 of such. elementsu 
plus the essential ingredient after the above strain analysis has been com-
pleted8 nc-.m.ely 
3o A theory or criterion ior failurep 
so the strength analysis can be carried out and the design job finished, 
AN ILLUSTRATION 
In orcler to fix our ideas~ consider as a s imple example the problem 
treated by 1,':ise ~ (S) namely a long interna.lly pressuri?;ecl cylinder completely 
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restrained <>~tits ou.te:r periphery and at the ends by a material whose rigidity 
is very much grec.ter than that of the propellanto The maximum elastic strain 
at the inside of the tubular g:;.-ain (Figure 3) isl' by ( 1)0 
" {la) 
after a conversion to the shear modulus" /I = E/l2{1+ .;') )J 9 and the bulk 
modulus, K = E/( 3(1-2 ...J )]. The object now is to extend the analysis and 
determine the time dependent strain~ assuming the grain material is linearly 
viscoelastico 
First of all0 recall that there are essentially two types of deformation~ 
{i) dilatation or volume change without distortion and (ii) distortion or shear 
accon'lpanied by no change in volume of the element. The first is characterized 
by the bulk modulus and the second by the shear moduluso It is only naturals 
therefore0 to expect that viscoelastic materials possess the same character-
istic. but time dependent~ features. It turns out that indeed this is true if the 
general three -ilimensional stress--strain relation is cast in the form 
(2) 
o:r0 in shortha11d0 
{2a) 
Explicitly0 if one employs the tensor notation~ 
(3) 
where :J: and ~-~are stress and strain componen ts respectivelyD where in 
'l ..J 
terms of the displacements 
t: .. 
.. .J f / 
~· I 
cl u.J J + -d x < 
and -8- - et:K. = ~II + E,_.,_ + 2 "?.3 0 Furthermore, define the deviators 
(4) 
e,.J· =- e_J. - J.. ~ . . £ 
' 3 "-J /(.IC_ 
(5) 
which are the regular stress and strain components less the effect due to 
pui.·e dilatation or hydrostatic pressure» then Lee( 7 ) has shown that the 
linear viscoelastic stress-strain relations are completely characterized by 
(6) 
(7) 
where P 0 Q~ Re and S are linear differential operators with constant 
coefficients~ e. go 
Q ;: 
) etc. (8) 
similar to (Za) above" If one next uses the technique of Laplace transformsQ 
these operators can be converted to simple polynomials 
G 
(9) 
v;hich, as they a.re independent of position -Coordinates X K f pernrits one 
to write 
s,.1 (x K- , p) 
Q(p} 
e . . (xK.,p) '=- ---
P(pJ "'j 
( 10) 
o-.. (x~ p) S/rf>J ~.« (XK, I) = t t ) e(pJ (11} 
Compare now the conventional elastic stress., strain relations9 also 
employing the deviatorso These are,, directly from (3), using (4) and (5) 9 
(12) 
( 13) 
and the formal basis of the sin:tllarity between the viscoelastic and elastic 
situa.tion is immedj.ately evid ent. Referring to ( 1 O)a ( 11 )0 the transformed 
viscoelastic stresses and strains can be interpreted as having analogous 
quantities~ narnely the ration Q/P~ SIR~ as the elastic stresses and strainst 
io en the shear and bulk n-iodu..li respectively. To emphasize this relation~ 
define 
2µ ( 14) 
3K ( 15) 
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THE VISCOELASTIC P~~OBLEM 
\Vithin certain restrictions upon similar transformations of the 
equations of equilibrium and the boundary conditions not of concern here 
in demonstrating the principle, one first solves the elastic problem as in 
( la)t' then identifies the strain, stress8 and moduli with their appropriate 
tran:Jform.s ancl write S.1 for the transformed radial strain at x.... (or in 
this case h... ) = a at the internal radius, 
where 'P,(p) rep:resents the transform of the applied time dependent 
pressure variation ~(t). 
(16) 
Thus. we see \::hat proficling the material property variation is 
knovm so that explicit formulas are available for P(p). C(p)D R(p)IJ and 
S(p}., the time depende:nt strain E~(a. t) can be computed by taking the 
inverse Laplace transform of ( 16), 
(17) 
c. - .. : ""' 
As this step for the physical strain hinges upon the ability to represent the 
mai;erial, consider v;h.:i.t would be done in a simple case. 
In the elastic case, we have stress proportional to strain and hence 
the appropriate model would be a (Hooke; spring~ i.e. force proportional 
to elongation. For creep, howeverl> we expect rate effects and associate 
deforniatio:;.1 with velocity o::..· time 1·ate of change of elongation., i.e. a 
viscous element or (NeY.rtonian) dashpot. In the more general case than 
on.e would expect a cor.·:ibina,tion of such elements to be needed in associat·· 
ing stress and strain)] or mathematically expressing the ratio Q/P and 
S/R. A summary of some of the more common elements along with their 
. , . . F. 7 ( 14) typ1ca ..... responses a re given :1.n < igure • 
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'Without going into the im.portan'i: detail as to how one plans and 
translates laboratory data into quantitative values for the appropriate spring 
and/or dashpot elemen\:s for a given propellant material, let u s first assume 
that volume change is solely elastic. Mathematically speaking" this effect 
can be achieved by a spring (Figure 7a) such that using ( 11 ),, 
O''" s (f) 3 '•t~ 
-
-:::. ::= 
€ .. ... 
~ 
i.e. a constant bulk modulus ( H~) 
\Z (fl) 
On the other hand, let u.s assu1ne the distortion has a time dependence 
adequately represented by a spring and dashpot in series (Maxwell model0 
Figure 7d). Thus0 
2).t ( 19) 
so that the transformed strain becomes 
~' f,tf) l. I (b /c._) -
--
.:i.\ 3\<. "t· ~ .L. 0-T .L J 
,_ '"'' f' Y\ ~1· ~ . ;i' ~ $ :_p~~ ;J. 3 \"\ .... ..\.._ 
~ t..?"'-;_ 
p + ('M /v)) 
= ---·--------
"'YV\ l ' · ~· 3 "'l... + (f, K I M) J 
which$ after the invers.; trans formation gives0 using for convenience a unit 
step pressures and ~e(a, o } = o.? i. eo zero initial strain~ 
r~ ( ~·'-- I) \ J _-f/'ll 
1 -r (?:. " ...... , ) )'v\ e c 21) (c.K 
where the time constant" \'- o is 
11 
> ).. - b/ "- (ZZ) 
It may easily be sho'\vn that a.t t - O~ the strain approaches its elastic value 
( l) which, of course, implies that the Maxwell dashpot element has not had 
time to relax,. and the sp:t"ing absorbs the entire load. On the other handp 
for a long time compared to T ~ the strain a pproacaes a significantly 
larger linriting value 
(23) 
controlled entirely by the elastic bulk response. Hence, one has the 
possibility of eventuall·/ exceeding a critical strain value even though the 
load was held i11s\:antru1eously!) or for short times. 
Suppose a static.: pressure test is carried out so that the b/ a ratio 
is unchan.ged as time b.creases. If b/a = z~ Figure Z shows for -V = 1/4 
an i11itial strain value of O. 62T>i/E which may eventually reach over three 
and one-half times this valne0 2. 25Pi/E .. depending upon the rate constant 
I • In order to examine the potentiaI t i me dependent failure situation8 
compute the strain rate bei.n.g induced in the propellant. From (21), 
d E.12 (c.. ;t ) __ .J:.:...'-/ >._4 _-1_) L \ _ RLa.) -=-
c:?i t «?. K {Z4} 
So that now we are in posi tion to compute strain and strain rate in the 
propellant as a function of time. Indeed~ it can be easily shown the y are 
simply 1·E:la~ed 
(25) 
J. 2 
'.vhere the iirst term is recognized as ~he long term strain and E
6 
(a) has 
its elastic value as a lower limito 
FAIL URE~ CRITERION 
Now~ if we knew the ultimate strain permissible in the propellant 
as a func:i:ion of strain rate~ we would be in position to compute a strain 
margin o:[ safety as a function of timeo 
E 8 . tc..,t' 
<Alt 
-\ (26) 
Fortunatdy~ Smith(lS) has pre sen ed data to indicate that there appears to 
be an engin eri:ag correlation of these variables at least in uniaxial tensiono 
In addition and as a..n extra dividendo it also provides for the temperature 
variable - a quantity held constant in this illustration. 
F:lgure S shows a typical such curve taken from Reference 15 and 
based on constant strci:n :rate data where a T is the temperature shift 
factor develo ped :from the "vor.k of Williams, Landel, and Ferry. ( 16> 
a. .,.. 
T 
- \<,(1-T~) 
\<... a.. -+ ( \-T ~ ) (27) 
T g is the glassy modulus te1nperature and the constants K 1 and K 2 are 
empirical values deter1nined for a particular composition. 
Thus, al: a given temperature, if the strain rate is known~ the 
percent strain at maxhnum stress is foW1d from the figure and the denom~ 
inator quantity in (26) is deterntlned and the structural analysis completed. 
A FURTHER EXAMPLE 
In the previous case, a static pressure and rigid boundary was 
assum.ed. During an actual firing& however~ the value of b/ a decreases 
and apprciaches unity at burnout., It is therefore possible that a judicious 
matching of bu:1.:11ing rate against strain rate would permit one to maintain 
the strain at or below the initial value by selecting material properties8 
ai-id hencE~, I , such that a tendency of the strain to increase with I'- is 
compensated by the faster burning down of the b/ a ratio. 
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In this case0 i:heore'i:ical analysis again can be of value. Radok and 
Lee(l 7) for an elastically reinforced hollow cylinderD and Williams( lS) 
for a sphere have an.alyzed the viscoelastic behavior for an internal boun~ 
dary which is burning away. AgainD without giving the details of the 
analysis11 the maxim.um strain and corresponding strain rate can be 
calculated during the firing cycle0 compared to the failure criteri()n and 
the structural integrity exarninedo 
CONCLUSIONS 
It is not the purpose of this paper to make a strain analysis of a 
grain shape~ but rather to present some background which is hoped to 
indicate that quantitative analysis can be useful in the design of solid 
r~cket motorso On th~ other handn it is also appropriate to point out short-
comings in the present effort which results from a combination of several 
factors. 
In the a.bove illustrations~ it was implicitly assumed that; (i) the 
applied internal pressure -time curve was knowno (ii) the grain was rigidly 
restrained0 although the extension to the elastic restraint condition is 
straight forward~ ( 19) {iii) the stress~strain data not only existed and was 
linearly viscoelastic hut could be represented mathematically or elastic 
in dilatation and isotropically Maxwell in distortion, (iv) the propellant was 
homogeneous, (v) the maximum hoop strain was the significant quantity, in 
contrast to distortional strain or some function of stress, (vi) the Smith 
master curve for ultimate p1·operties not only applied to propellants ·rather 
than pure resins~ but that (vii) the uniaxial tensile data for failure applied 
to failure in the biaxial strain field of the propellant grain. 
Nevertheless, the possibility of a direct analysis procedure has 
been demonstrci.tedo By implication. however9 the .two important practical 
limitations are: 
lo Lack of the propellant material representation in 
appropric:i.te n'lathematical form for the various materials 
commonly used in grainso 
2. Positive knowledge of a failure criterion; specifically" 
whether the association of a one-dimensional test 
specimen with a triaxial grain failure i s legithnat eo 
It is natural to expect that considerable effort would be expended in 
these two areaso Inasmuch as the summary of such work has been reported 
elsewhere(ZO) for the Strain Analysis Sub~Comm.ittee0 let it suffice for the 
moment to confjrm that various investigators are conducting analytical 
14: 
work in theoretical linear and non~·lineax- visco- ela sticity, approximate 
analysis techniques for problems that are intractable for exact solution, 
model repre sentation.& failure criteria utilizing both dilatation and shear 
l;est data for non- unia>-:ial stress fields, and some steady and transient 
therm.al stress investigations including grain curing. Several particular 
problem areas have been i 4 ecognized and in this discussion can only be 
itemized: 
L Environmc·mtal loadings - shock and vibration as well 
as thermal, 
2.o Fuller understanding of thermal cycling during cure or 
in~·transit movan'lent of the motors~ 
3o Slump dur:i.ng storage (long time} or in flight (short time}9 
4o Finite end effects and associated linear and bonding problemsv 
So Continuing effort to understand the macroscopic behavior 
of propellant materials. 
In additions and as mentioned at the outset~ there are other probJ.ems 
related to the analysis methods of complete motor tubes which a.re very 
important., namely head-cylinder casing problems particularly in conjunc-
tion with liner analysis a..nd the thin high strength cases~ nozzle thermal 
stresi;; analysis" and resulting design synthesis. However0 it is felt to be 
appropriate for the tine being to concentrate upon the grain itself. Even-
tually# i£ the situation warrants, the related problems will be considered. 
In conclusiorlo I should like to express a personal opinion that there 
is a shortage in the comp anies of experimentalists and analysts whose efforts 
are directed specHica11y toward the s tructural analysis of grains rather than 
the necessary areas of resolving immediate cras h problems and establishing 
quality conti~ol. A proper appreciation by company management and a con-
certed effort by engineering analysts is necessary in order to provide an 
opportunity for assessing quantitatively the importance of the structural 
integrity contribution to the best system design of the solid propellant motoro 
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